(c) **Authorization.** The individual’s commanding officer will prepare a letter of authorization addressed to the commanding officer of the MTF concerned.

(d) **ROTC members as beneficiaries of the Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs (OWCP).** Under circumstances described therein, render care as outlined in §728.53 to members of the ROTC as beneficiaries of OWCP.

§ 728.24 Navy and Marine Corps Officer Candidate Programs.

Members of the Reserve Officers Candidate Program and Platoon Leaders Class are entitled to the same medical and dental benefits as are provided members of the Navy and Marine Corps Reserve Components. Accordingly, the provisions of §728.21 are applicable for such members. Additionally, candidates for, or persons enrolled in such programs are authorized access to naval MTFs for the purpose of conducting special physical examination procedures which have been requested by the Commander, Naval Medical Command to determine their physical fitness for appointment to, or continuation in such a program. Upon a request from the individual’s commanding officer, the officer in charge of cognizant Navy and Marine Corps recruiting stations, or officer selection officer, naval MTFs are authorized to admit such persons when, in the opinion of the cognizant officer, hospitalization is necessary for the proper conduct of the special physical examinations. Hospitalization should be kept to a minimum and treatment other than for humanitarian reasons, except as provided in this part, is not authorized.

§ 728.25 Army and Air Force National Guard personnel.

(a) **Medical and dental care.** Upon presentation of a letter of authorization, render care as set forth in AR 40–3 (Medical, Dental, and Veterinary Care) and AFR 168–6 (Persons Authorized Medical Care) to members of the Army and Air Force National Guard who contract a disease or become ill in line of duty while on full-time National Guard duty, (including leave and liberty therefrom) or while traveling to or from that duty. The authorizing letter will include name, social security number, grade, and organization of the member; type and period of duty in which engaged (or in which engaged when the injury or illness occurred); diagnosis (if known); and will indicate that the injury suffered or disease contracted was in line of duty and that the individual is entitled to medical or dental care. Limit care to that appropriate for the injury, disease, or illness until the resulting disability cannot be materially improved by further hospitalization or treatment.

§ 728.31 Eligible beneficiaries and health benefits authorized.

(a) **Retired members of the uniformed services.** Retired members, as defined in §728.2(aa), are authorized the same medical and dental benefits as active duty members subject to the availability of space and facilities, capabilities of the professional staff, and the priorities in §728.3, except that:

(1) Periodic medical examinations for members on the Temporary Disability Retired List, including hospitalization in connection with the conduct thereof, will be furnished on the same priority basis as care to active duty members.

(2) When vision correction is required, one pair of standard issue spectacles, or one pair of nonstandard spectacles, are authorized when required to satisfy patient needs. Two pairs of spectacles may be furnished only when professionally determined to be essential by the examining officer. Military ophthalmic laboratories will not furnish occupational type spectacles, such as aviation, industrial safety, double segment, and mask insert, to retired